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HI, MY NAME IS

Peel off, stick-on labels, magic-marker identities. I want to tear off pieces of your skin, scrape away samples from behind your flesh, roll and pat your heart in my hands like wet clay, rub fiercely against your legs as your cat, when hungry or -- simply acting as one animal would naturally to another.

Kathy Andrews

The coffee was perked, the clean cloth laid. You never came except in images:

The careless peacock spewing its god's-eyed tail through the zoo's debris: muddy leaves, wet paper cones.

Or apostles in Old Masters who pass the salt, pour wine oblivious to hovering flame.

I unplug the coffee, fold the cloth only by indifference entertained.

Willi Haworth
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Snow is the loosening.
of fingers, breasts, lips.
God
from the roof of the mouth.
she is
a sinless abductor
hissing teeth and need.

A deep slumbering muse
she rises, then falls
with each breastful
of breath.
a stray weight
catches your wrist.
a dim flurry
and hush--as she fills
your eyes
with the milk of good.

Such departures
occur
in snow’s dark
umbra
an unfastening
that sounds
like a dull
clink
of trees speaking,
the swallow
of pipes.

Snow is the tunnel.
do you hear
the clean rattling
bones?
she is a woman of ice
--the sweet smell
of heaven.

Amy Pence
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**Akua' ba**

I labored to feed the living;  
the spirit of an uneasy dead.  
When you tossed in your sleep  
with silence upon your lips  
even then my deeds seemed suspect.  
   Time has aged me  
   but in its absence  
   is change  
I am crippled with nightmares  
of loas who crave wombs, detached.  
My eyes are empty  
like women who work from dusk to dawn.  
There is a hole which bears your shape  
like the sun it sets only to rise again.

**Tona Dickerson**
The Dogcatchers of Portimao

I

From late spring to early fall the beaches of the southern coast of Portugal are a haven for tourists. The beaches of Portimao are ravaged by swimmers, bathers, shell collectors and sand castle architects. But during the off-season, these same beaches belong to the dogs. Packs of mongrels stake their claims to the desolate stretches of sand; they run with the wind that blows off the sea; and when the weather is particularly foul, they take shelter in the caves of the red cliffs that rise above the sands.

They usually run in packs of six or seven -- some large, some small, some with long, thick camel colored coats, others black and stubbly. All of them are characteristically mongrels -- gaunt, spirited, and basically harmless. We would watch them at their games for hours, in wonder and in awe.

The digital clock on the dashboard clicked as the numbers changed --2:00 A.M. -- and I suppressed a yawn, as I guided my father's new Buick by the yellow lines and traffic lights. We rode in silence, up and down the dark, deserted streets of suburbia that led us home, to bed. Occasionally Maureen would break the silence with some chatter about the party: Did you see So and So with So and So? Wasn't that one of the best times you've had all summer? So and So was so drunk, or So and So was so stoned.

And I nodded or laughed in response. We were almost home now, and could already feel the cool sheets and soft pillow that were awaiting me.

"You wanna smoke one more bowl?" asked Maureen.

"We're just two blocks from your house..." I asked Maureen.

"Well, just drive around a little and we'll light up one more. A little one to help us sleep." I turned the corner, then another one, and another one while Maureen pressed a tiny bud into the bowl of the pipe. The entire process was a ritual to her; she raised the pipe to her lips, sucked a hit, lit the bowl and took a deep long draw. Then she held the smoke a long count, and let it seep out from slightly parted lips. Approaching the intersection as the light turned red, I brought the car to rest at the pedestrian walk-way.

Maureen passed me the pipe and a match. I brought the pipe to my mouth and turned to glance out my side window.

"Oh Shit!!"

I was face to face with a hunter's eyes and a smile that said I was trapped -- no way out of this one. I sat paralyzed, the pipe, half way to its destination, dangled before me, and my eyes were set on the figure in blue with the silver badge. The light atop the black and white car suddenly beamed, flooding the street with red, and the figure within was signalling me to pull over.

--Karen Sunter.
"Jonathan and Margaret Sunter."

"Address please..."

Then she extracted the same information from Maureen. Satisfied with the preliminaries, she pressed a button on the intercom in front of her, and asked Officer Sherman to come in. He entered the room, she handed him the pink forms, and he turned on his heels.

"Officer Sherman will telephone your parents while I investigate a bit further."

Neither Maureen nor I dared look at each other -- out of fear of embarrassment -- sheer terror. I sat bolt upright, staring straight ahead and I saw that the knuckles on my right hand were bright red, where it clenched the wooden arm of the chair. My mind was racing and I could barely decipher the words that poured from Sgt. Elston's full, red lips. What was going to happen? What were they going to do to us? Suddenly a knock came at the door, and I was jolted back into consciousness. A young version of Sgt. Elston stepped into the green room.

"Girls, this is Officer Logan. Officer Logan, this is Maureen Callahan, and this is Karen Sunter. You girls will please accompany Officer Logan. She will perform a routine search and return you to this room for further questioning."

Maureen sighed, and our eyes finally met, in a tangle of confusion and fear. We both rose at Elston's command, and followed Logan out of the room, and down the hall. More green walls, and then an open door. She ushered us into a small white room with no desk, no chairs - no nothing.

"Okay...Sunter over there, Callahan over here. Both of you strip down."

"Everything?" inquired Maureen, meekly.

"Now, now don't be modest -- of course everything."

I began to fumble with the buttons on my blouse as I took in everything about the room: barren and cold; chipped white walls -- actually tinged gray from time -- and a single window, encased by thick, black bars. I slipped off my blouse and a chill went up my back. Officer Logan kept talking -- her voice echoing monotone -- but I couldn't listen. My thoughts were wandering further and further from that cage, and suddenly I remembered the dogs -- the dogs on the beach in Portimao.

They were running along the beach, playfully snapping at one another, and yelping. It had been such a strange sight: a dozen dogs thrashing in the sand -- overrunning the beach, which in a different season, belonged to throngs of people with beach towels, parasols, and suntan oil.

As we sat on the rocks watching the dogs, a truck bearing a large wooden crate pulled up on the sand. Three men, dressed in white, emerged from the cab and from the back end of the truck they extracted three large nets attached to long poles. We watched, intrigued, as they motioned to one another and silently fanned out in a different direction, holding the large nets high above their heads. They each chose a mark and crept stealthily after it. When they were directly behind the mongrels, the men in white swooped the nets down over the flash of fur and limbs, knocking the dogs to the ground. Yelps of terror echoed down the beach; the dogs tossed and turned frantically, trying to escape, but all of their efforts were in vain, for the more they struggled, the more entangled they became. The men in white, secure with their catch, then swung the nets over their shoulders and marched back to the truck, like proud hunters totting a kill. The swinging door in the wooden crate was raised and each of the men emptied the contents of his net into the crate. The dogs yelped louder and louder -- shrill and desperate.

The men paid no heed. They quickly piled back into the truck and drove off to the next stretch of beach and the next pack of dogs. As the truck drove away, and the wooden crate rattled behind it, I wondered what they had planned for those poor animals.

"Let's go Sunter...off with the panties...don't go turning shy on me," Logan ordered.

I was back in that cold, white cage, and Maureen was standing in front of me, stark naked and shivering. Logan called my name again. I peeled off my polka-dot panties, and felt her cold clammy hands on my ankles, prying them apart. For the first time since this nightmare had begun, tears welled in my eyes. I was no longer in control.

Deborah Papierski
To Leopold Bloom: A Working Class Hero

You are what has been-
a walking history of your past.
The green of your garden
is late in blooming
and love has passed you by.

The warrior muddling through his dreams
no God to hear him,
no friends to see him.
An epiphany through an odyssey.
Leopold, you are the harvest of tomorrow,
and the wheat in the wind.

Mary Ladky
A Mortal Wound

Block out their brass derision
And let me sleep all night in your soul kitchen,
Dream of ancient redness,
Of new red lips across our face,
Of gypsy angels.

I wake to the apotheosis of wool,
Look down through your linoleum flesh,
And limp home learned
To let my breastless body bleed.

Peter Fish
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Let Me Sleep

Shut off

Yalta was a triumph,
in Stalinistic terms.
While F.D.R. said;
these four blankets are too heavy.
On top,
Chris said "Iron Cross",
but no more.

Shut Off'

Bunk rocking from above,
The drip of a leaking roof,
in a tin pan.
A ray of light,
under the door,
broken,
by someone down the hall.

SHUT Off

Sandy was pretty friendly,
I should have asked her.
Who was last year?
God,
it was Joan.
English conference,
at 2:15.
I can't write poetry on demand.

SHUT OFF

Two weeks,
no incompletes.
Oh London - again.
St. Pauls in the fall,
but two dollars to the pound?
Italy was cheap,
but Mussolini.

SHUT Off

Sheep.
Sleep.
Shiskey,
in the closet.
Beers,
in the fridge.
Codine,
somewhere.
God,
if F.D.R. wasn't so spineless.

SHUT Off

Summer.
Sailing,
out of Mystic.
The boat,
glistening.
Its hull,
Black

R. G. Trub
She woke up with the first sounds of morning. The gate clinked next door as Mr. Reilly left for the post office. Buses moaned up and down the street, taking passengers in and out of town. Schoolchildren giggled in groups as they passed her bedroom window. The milkman stopped outside her door and replaced the empty bottles with full ones.

Maeve forced herself into sitting position. She had too much to do to spend the day in bed. She reached inside her shapeless nightdress and pulled out her rosary beads. She said the rosary once, crossed herself, shifted her legs onto the floor, stepped into faded rose-colored slippers and padded downstairs to the kitchen.

The day was damp and cold. Maeve lifted her sweater from the back of the kitchen chair and wrapped it warmly around her. She filled the kettle with water, set it on the burner, and waited patiently for the familiar sound of the boil. Then she took a pen and paper from the drawer beside the sink, poured herself a cup of tea and sat down at the table. In careful, elegant script she wrote, "stool," "broomhandle".

Maeve climbed up the stairs to her bedroom. She dressed herself in a warm sweater, wool skirt, and sturdy brown shoes. Then she slid her hand between the box spring and the mattress of the bed and took out a yellow and white flag with a cross in the middle of it. The colors were more gorgeous than ever! And the cloth was free of wrinkles! The weight of the mattress had kept her flag in perfect shape. She spread the flag on the bed and measured, with her index finger against her thumb, the size of the opening. She'd have to be sure to find the right broomhandle. A thick one would be useless and if she bought one too thin, well, the flag would slip and fall into the muddy garden below her window. She slid the flag back into its hiding place and went down the stairs. She stopped at the front door, took her raincoat off a hook, pulled the belt tight against her waist, secured a scarf over her head and ears.

Maeve trotted down the lane to the bus-stop. She felt years younger! The Pope coming to Ireland! If only her husband was alive now. Not that he had been a church going man himself. But this would have changed him. Even he would have left his pint on the bar for a chance to see the Pope. Maeve leaned into the street to wave down the oncoming bus. She stepped through the doors and the conductor yelled, "room in the back, step to the back please."

"Maeve," a woman in the first seat was waving to her. Maeve squinted. "Well Mrs. Breen." Maeve sat down and the water from the ends of her raincoat dripped onto her shoes.

"Have you heard the news?"
Maeve nodded knowingly, "The Pope."
"Oh, no" Mrs. Breen tilted her head to Maeve's. "Old Mr...the one that went to mass everyday. Regular as clockwork he was. Died in his sleep last night. Like an angel the doctor says. His wife's dead now, thirty years. Im-
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Mrs. Breen droned on and Maeve checked each stop as she came closer to her destiny. Baggot Street, Grafton Street, Dawson Street.

"Ninety-eight years old he was. Some say the oldest man in all of Donnybrook."

"O’Connell Street." the conductor yelled.

Maeve stood up and said good-bye. Mrs. Breen was already flagging down another woman.

Maeve stood at the curb. Henry Street or Talbot Street? She couldn’t decide. Maybe she should have tried Weir’s Hardware on Baggot Street. She tottered on the balls of her feet in indecision. A gloved hand gripped her elbow.

"Maeve!"

"Mary Reilly, what brings you into town?"

"What brings you to town with the rain the way it is? You should have your knees up against the fire."

"A miserable day so it is, but," Maeve pressed her mouth to the ear of the other woman, "I’ve come to buy a pole for the flag, and a stool."

"Ah," the younger woman nodded. "A stool?"

"For the Mass. I want one of those collapsible types, like the one the lady on Angelsee Road sits on in her front garden."

"Ah, try Roche’s Stores then." The women nodded their good-byes and Maeve moved into the hustle of Henry Street.

The peddlers were out undaunted by the rain, selling fruits and vegetables. Auctioneers beckoned outsiders from the darkness of their small shops. Young children wrapped in rags sat on the curb, playing tin whistles and begging for money. Women nudged her trying to push ahead. Umbrellas bobbed up and down against the rain. Maeve waded through puddles and litter, stopping once or twice to look into a shop window.

Maeve turned into Roche’s and waved down the first assistant that she saw. "Have you got any broomhandles?"

The man rolled a hard candy from one side of his cheek to the other.

"This way lady." He looked her over. "I suppose it’s for a flag."

Maeve said yes, breathless.

"You’ll want this size."

Maeve checked the handle against her own measurements. The man watched her impatiently, "I’m telling you lady."

Maeve picked up the handle. "Have you got any stools?"

"No stools."

"No stools?" she was tired anyhow. And she wouldn’t be able to carry both the handle and the stool. "This’ll do then."

Maeve wound her way towards the bus-stop, clutching her purse to her chest, afraid that the itinerant children would try to take her money. The pole wobbled unsteadily in her arm. A familiar blue car stopped in front of her on O’Connell Street.

"Auntie Maeve! I’ll give you a lift."
Do hermits,  
always live under bridges,  
or in tiny cottages outside of town?  
Inside,  
there is a part  
of us all,  
that wants the world to go to hell.  
And wishes  
for the sweet solitude  
of a place to ourselves.  
Where we keep our  
own company,  
and ask the mirrored to tea.

Sharon McCartney
Every Morning I Wake

And now that my hair itself is a veil,
I let cities walk through my eyes,
And rip the darkness of my icy haitus,
It coruscates red on bloodless faces
And leaves my stiff fingers twitching,
I hide my thumbs in clenched fists
And climb flesh steps.
I am a threshold
Yearning to sap dereism from my streets,
Leaving them for beggars and the wind.
I crave to watch the last dark descending thaw before
I'm forced,
But I wait,
Standing Wall Street straight
And hold our last great risk in books and crosses,
My pupils bleeding fire.

Peter Fish
For Mark Some Words

The loss of a part of a memory
Stems from when we were seedlings.
We are little more now.
Times spent pitching rocks at cans
Bobbing 'top of the surface
Shining reflections of the moon,
Waiting for dogs to roast black
In glowing darkness.
The part is broken,
Taken from northshore to eastern coast;
The part of a memory not nurtured
Brings itself to be past.

Bonny Lowe
A Flash of Crooked Light

I feel the cracks split over my head; the segments peel and fall. I shake the sound through my gray sight.

You are a featureless question, the unfocused storm that outlines my face.

An exchange in stars black space in between us, a film of our touching hands a boneless gesture of where we had been.

I have no agony in my mouth, I have no glass picture in my mind. I see you in opposites: right with left; I meet you in mirrored sections.

On a cold stone I chisel one melted word, one elixir of our mouth spirits, one burn of your lightening.

Lisa Minacci
Paper Hearts

The rostrum for these girls;  
do not sigh  
squeak about lovers, riches  
and those big bad boys who bite their asses  
Tiny, one-act plays at dinner;  
more coffee,  
eggs on lettuce;  
baggy eyed and scratching.  
Flowers in cellophane,  
like coffins on the phone table  
during the day.  
Who are they from?  
For the lapel.  
At night, spitting boys,  
laughing loud to be heard,  
herd for flesh and tiny drunken smiles  
behind red green eyes, on top of bitten bottoms.  
Showers and cheek jelly for play;  
for the brute;  
for Valentines Day;  
for every day with paper hearts!
His mother's voice came out of a fog overlooking a row of ink-colored waves that splintered like icicles on a jagged shoreline. He was reaching down behind one of the stone outcroppings, sopping wet from the waves, his hair matted with salt and gritty kelp. His free hand jutted out towards the sky to steady him and his left cheek was pressed hard against the cold rock, while the probing fingers of his left hand traced the outline of something vaguely human in the sand, something warm and pliable, and with one eye watched the moon drift in between the fingers of his free hand like a candle through broken glass.

"Rob," she said again. "Time to wake up."

He felt his legs twitch and one hand grip the edge of the bed like a vise.

His eyes snapped wide as she let the window blind glide away from her fingertips above a thick square of sunlight. He rolled over once and shut his eyes tight. The insides of his eyelids were fading red.

"Come on, birthday boy," she chuckled, "I've got breakfast all ready. Good blueberry muffins, and sausage just like you like it, and fresh juice."

Her voice varied in loudness and direction; he could tell she was walking around the room, picking up after him. "And a big stack of good hot pancakes, lots of butter and syrup." She paused. "Pancakes. What was it you called them when you were little?"

He groaned and squirmed around on his back.

"Pankies," he said.


He felt her tug on one bare foot and pat the edge of the bed. Her voice followed her as she moved out to the hallway toward the stairs. "Hup one. Hup two. It won't keep warm forever."

He finished the last dregs of his milk and daubed his napkin on one sticky finger. It was after nine but still too early to make sense of the bleary drive home the day before and the night out that followed. He pinched thumb and forefinger against his squinting eyes as his mother moved to the edge of the table, carefully lifting away plates. "Well, you sure don't have the appetite you used to," she observed, chuckling again. She tilted her head and scrutinized his unshaven face. "What all did you do last night, anyway?"

"Mike and Charlie, and, I don't know, a few other people. We made a night of it, Ma."

"Oh, I know you college boys, I know you." She set the dishes in the sink and called over the rush of the faucet. "Your father was a college boy when I met him." She shot a smile over one shoulder, apprehensively. "So how does it feel, anyway, to be twenty one?"

"I'm not twenty one yet. Six-thirty."

"Six-twelve," she corrected, "you came at six-twelve, and you screamed for half an hour. And Ricky was six twenty-one." She gave a little laugh again, the familiar chuckle that sounded as if it were wedged down deep in her throat.
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He rose from the table and moved tentatively toward the door. His fingers were clogged into his dark hair and he winced at the feeling of them, warm and probing against his scalp. On his way across the kitchen he paused at the sink and swung one arm around his mother’s waist, picking a kiss on one cheek. “You still make the best, Ma,” he said.

She smiled. As he reached the doorway she spoke without turning away from the soapy water. “You’re going with us tonight, aren’t you? Right after your father gets home; we thought we’d open some wine or something and then go; you know, you’re twenty-one now, and you can drink.”

“Ma…”

“Oh, I know, you already drink, I know,” she laughed. “But we thought well, we’ll make it official. Your father drank in college, but me, I couldn’t handle it. Just Coke. I drank Coke.” She chuckled.

He leaned against the doorjamb and pushed the hair away from his ear. “I thought about going in early, as a matter of fact. You know, it being our birthday and all, I thought Ricky and I could use a man-to-man. Without the folks.”

She turned to him, wiping her hands with the dishtowel, somewhat alarmed. “But we always go together. He expects all of us.” She shrugged. “But you go, if you want. You and he always have such fun together. And you’re right, we’d just spoil it. You two are old enough now, after all.” She was smiling at him with that same curious tilted-head expression she used in moments she somehow could not comprehend. He thought for a moment she wanted to move forward, to reach up to him, and for a moment he stood waiting, but at last he moved away and out of her gaze and toward the staircase. “I thought I’d stop and get a haircut on the way,” he called as he moved upstairs. He heard her laugh softly from the kitchen and her voice caught up to him as he gained the landing. “My, oh my, she said loudly, “you have changed.”

II

It was unusually balmy for early spring and he rode the whole way with the top down. The constant grind of the engine reverberated across the empty highway leading toward the city, and as he passed between hillsides and under bridges the sound funneled at him from all sides. Periodically he would glance into the rear-view mirror, crane his neck to examine both sides of his head and tugging at his wind-whipped hair. “Awfully damn short,” he muttered under his breath. He felt strangely self-conscious, as he guessed he always did when going to see Ricky. Ricky had always been able to observe and scrutinize others in his family with a gaze that made them all a little uneasy.

As he drove he felt his mind’s eye reveal the flickering image of the morning’s dream, and in vain he attempted to logically dissect it into something that would make sense, a meaning that he could attribute to something other than alcohol. It had been nearly four months since he had seen Ricky last; due to college it was rare to get home and pay a special visit. He checked the rear-view mirror again, this time to see the brightly-wrapped package on the back seat. The symmetrical bow and sharp corners were conspicuous signs of the thirty cents extra he had spent to get it wrapped. He wondered if Ricky would notice. He was wary of arriving unannounced after so long, and he knew the present was an much a means of apology as celebration. He glanced at his reflection again and caught himself smiling slightly. Ricky, he knew, would not mind. He leaned back against the headrest and peered out over the rims of his sunglasses. The pavement stretched out grey and oddly naked before him, and through the warmth of the sunshine he assured himself of the smiling, warm image of his brother.

Dr. Lawrence met him in the lobby of ward B with a quick handshake and firm grip on one shoulder. “Your mother phoned to say you were on your way,” he said.

“She worries.”

Dr. Lawrence smiled and motioned toward his office. “I hear you’re doing quite well in school these days–Dean’s List, I think your mother said.”

“Well, maybe. I think she exaggerated a little.”

Dr. Lawrence shut the office door behind them and nodded toward the empty chair facing the desk. He pointed to the package which Rob had stuffed awkwardly under one arm. “Can I take that for you? For him, isn’t it?”

“I might as well give it to him myself,” Rob said.

Dr. Lawrence moved to the opposite side of the desk and sat down, the stem of his bifocals rattling against his teeth in an obvious expression of contemplation.

“First of all,” he said, glancing amicably at Rob, “Happy Birthday.” Rob nodded thanks. “And second?” he said.

“About four months, I guess. Christmas.”

“And you’re going back to school right away.”

Rob nodded again. “Tomorrow.”

“I think maybe…you’d better forego your visit today. Ricky really hasn’t been feeling too well lately.”

“He’s sick?”

“Well, no. I mean, physically, he’s alright.”

Rob felt his spine straighten against the back of the chair. “Then what?”

Dr. Lawrence leaned back and folded his hands behind his neck with his mouth open to speak. For a moment Rob thought he would tip the chair over backwards, then suddenly he swung upright and stood, hands in pockets, by the window.

Rob felt his fingers massaging the shiny paper and the thick edge of the felt bow. He looked up at Dr. Lawrence, his eyebrows in a frown. “It’s his birthday,” Rob said, lamely.

“I know.” Dr. Lawrence’s voice was cool and dark-sounding. The sun
had all sent cards to Ricky to congratulate him, singing praise to this
He had told all his friends in school and Mrs. Gardner's eighth grade class
party they had thrown on Ricky's behalf the day he learned to use a fork.

"It's not a matter of time, really. And I'm not saying Ricky couldn't go
to his general lack of stimulation. This isn't unusual among institutionalized
patients. Sometimes the routine, the boredom--and Ricky can get bored
just like anyone else--causes the patient to withdraw, to kind of resist further
development. They don't want to grow anymore."

But what about...field trips," Rob asked. "What about movies, games,
They have those. Occasionally. And they help somewhat." Dr.
Lawrence replaced his glasses on his nose and looked down at Rob.
"Look," he went on, softly, "Ricky has done very well for himself, overall.
And he's still learning, in some ways. But you have to understand--we have
to understand, that among the retarded, sometimes learning the tasks we
expect them to learn brings us more pleasure than it does them. All in all,
Ricky's done exceptionally well. He's generally very motivated to learn,
"Happy Birthday," he called loudly. "Long time no see, pal! What's up?"
Gregariously he gave Ricky a soft punch in the shoulder and patted one
knee, then knelt before the window with a chuckling grin. "You look great!

He returned to Ricky with the package held out in front of him. He set it
packaging on Ricky's small wooden desk, and

waited for the smile to ebb away completely from his face. He felt moronic
confrontation. He intentionally let one arm drop to his side, to see if the quick
movement would register in Ricky's eyes, bringing a glance, an eyeblink. It
did not. Rob moved away from the window and back into the shadows of
the room. "I brought you something," he said.

pseudocelebrity they often heard about but would never see.
"I want to see him," Rob said. He gauged the Doctor's expression and
responded accordingly. "I know. He probably won't know who I am."

III

The nurse entered the room first; Rob heard her pulling up window
shades and clearing away the morning's tray of half empty dishes,
employing the customary visiting-day policy of telling Ricky that he had a
visitor. She held the door open for Rob on her way out and smiled briefly.
"I'll be in the nurse's station if you need me."

Rob put both hands on the package and went in. The room was not as
bright as he remembered it, due to the overcast skies; their mother had re-
asked a room facing the rear of the building so Ricky could look out onto
the courtyard rather than the parking lot, and the arching cedars that had
been planted the year Ricky had arrived were now tall enough to darken
much of the afternoon sun. Ricky was sitting by the window, facing out, the
back of his armchair toward the door. Rob began to advance slowly, softly
calling Ricky's name twice. Ricky was motionless, sitting perfectly erect,

He stood there for nearly a minute, his head still cocked to one side,
waiting for the smile to ebb away completely from his face. He felt moronic
talking to Ricky that way, as if he were mocking him with delusions of nor-
malcy. He intentionally let one arm drop to his side, to see if the quick
movement would register in Ricky's eyes, bringing a glance, an eyeblink. It
did not. Rob moved away from the window and back into the shadows of
the room. "I brought you something," he said.

He stood there for nearly a minute, his head still cocked to one side,
waiting for the smile to ebb away completely from his face. He felt moronic
talking to Ricky that way, as if he were mocking him with delusions of nor-
malcy. He intentionally let one arm drop to his side, to see if the quick
movement would register in Ricky's eyes, bringing a glance, an eyeblink. It
did not. Rob moved away from the window and back into the shadows of
the room. "I brought you something," he said.

He was coming through the window behind him, blazing on the outline of a
white coat.

"Ricky is worse, Rob, than when you saw him last. Much worse in fact.
Rob glanced around the room as if searching for something to say. "But
it's been only four months."

"It's not a matter of time, really. And I'm not saying Ricky couldn't go
better. But right now, he's not good."

"Wait a minute," Rob said, almost interrupting. "I don't get how you can
say 'better' or 'worse.' This isn't a disease. You always said Ricky was per-
manent. No improvement, no deterioration."

"No mental deterioration, no. But psychologically, Ricky is just a
susceptible to moods, or depressions, as you or I, in fact even moreso, due
to his general lack of stimulation." Dr. Lawrence moved behind his desk
again and raised his hands in front of him as if trying to mold his own words
in the air. "It's as if," he went on, "Ricky's brain is shutting down; he's shut-
ting his own brain down, really. This isn't unusual among institutionalized
patients. Sometimes the routine, the boredom--and Ricky can get bored
just like anyone else--causes the patient to withdraw, to kind of resist further
development. They don't want to grow anymore."

"But what about...field trips," Rob asked. "What about movies, games,
They have those. Occasionally. And they help somewhat." Dr.
Lawrence replaced his glasses on his nose and looked down at Rob.
"Look," he went on, softly, "Ricky has done very well for himself, overall.
And he's still learning, in some ways. But you have to understand--we have
to understand, that among the retarded, sometimes learning the tasks we
expect them to learn brings us more pleasure than it does them. All in all,
Ricky's done exceptionally well. He's generally very motivated to learn,

"He's twenty one, Rob. Many don't live half that long."

Rob's eyes were fixed on the edge of the desk, on a dark spot where the
walnut top coincided with the metal frame. "He recognized me last time,"
Rob said aimlessly, bitterly. "I could tell."

"He may have. Ricky still retains basic motor functions. He will
automatically squeeze an object put into his hands; he'll hold a large ob-
ject close to him and feel its surface; he'll follow an object around the
room and point to it. All those are important signs, important types of coor-
dination."

Rob looked up into Dr. Lawrence's face. "Feeding?"

The doctor smiled slightly. "On good days," he said.
on Ricky's lap. "Open it," he said, searching Ricky's features for some sign of cognizance. "Okay, I'll open it."

He meticulously unlaid the blue ribbon and folded the paper away from a large cardboard box, which he then pulled apart with quick tugs. He removed the present and held it up for Ricky to see.

"It's a picture, Rick, painted on a rug. It's called a tapestry." His voice was lower and less powerful as he moved to the wall by Ricky's bed. He pulled off assorted snapshots and posters from the plaster and mounted Ricky's bed to hang the tapestry, withdrawing a small packet of nails from his pocket. "Remember how we went up to Nova Scotia for that fishing trip when we were ten, and you and Dad caught the swordfish and we cooked it on the beach?" He was hammering nails in with the heel of one shoe. "Remember what a great time you had; you'd run in the surf and stare over the ocean for hours."

He hopped off the bed and stared up at the wall hanging. The breadth of the picture encompassed Ricky's bed and the lamp beside it, so that the belongings in the room were transported to the shore of an eight-foot wide seascape, complete with seagulls and the reflections of a setting sun behind frothy white clouds. It was the image of the shore by their old cottage in Nova Scotia, even if it was replicated on tapestries all over the country. Ricky was still staring expressionlessly out the window, rigid in his seat. "It's for you, Rick," Rob said, admiring the seascape. "I want you to have it."

With great effort he swung the back of Ricky's chair around so he faced the tapestry. Ricky resisted the movement sluggishly and groaned slightly. The sound made Rob remember the phone call from home his freshman year, hearing the garbled, senseless voice on the other end, his parents excitedly breaking in to tell him of Dr. Lawrence's suggestion of the possibility of speech for Ricky.

Rob turned from the picture to face his brother. He began to recollect the many instances over their mutual twenty-one years which both attached and divided them, as if some supernatural umbilical cord still connected them to a common birth despite the physical complexities which followed it. It was somehow ironic that on the anniversary of that moment they should find themselves so curiously distant. Rob stared at Ricky's face for long minutes feeling the rage of their imaginary sea he had recreated for you to understand. We want you just the way you are. Happy, friendly. Not a vegetable. Don't give up on us. Ron. Don't give up on me. "His voice was lower and less powerful as he moved to the wall by Ricky's bed. He pulled off assorted snapshots and posters from the plaster and mounted Ricky's bed to hang the tapestry, withdrawing a small packet of nails from his pocket. "Remember how we went up to Nova Scotia for that fishing trip when we were ten, and you and Dad caught the swordfish and we cooked it on the beach?" He was hammering nails in with the heel of one shoe. "Remember what a great time you had; you'd run in the surf and stare over the ocean for hours."
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Rob turned from the picture to face his brother. He began to recollect the many instances over their mutual twenty-one years which both attached and divided them, as if some supernatural umbilical cord still connected them to a common birth despite the physical complexities which followed it. It was somehow ironic that on the anniversary of that moment they should find themselves so curiously distant. Rob stared at Ricky's face for long minutes feeling the rage of their imaginary sea he had recreated for you to understand. We want you just the way you are. Happy, friendly. Not a vegetable. Don't give up on us. Ron. Don't give up on me. "His voice was lower and less powerful as he moved to the wall by Ricky's bed. He pulled off assorted snapshots and posters from the plaster and mounted Ricky's bed to hang the tapestry, withdrawing a small packet of nails from his pocket. "Remember how we went up to Nova Scotia for that fishing trip when we were ten, and you and Dad caught the swordfish and we cooked it on the beach?" He was hammering nails in with the heel of one shoe. "Remember what a great time you had; you'd run in the surf and stare over the ocean for hours."
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With great effort he swung the back of Ricky's chair around so he faced the tapestry. Ricky resisted the movement sluggishly and groaned slightly. The sound made Rob remember the phone call from home his freshman year, hearing the garbled, senseless voice on the other end, his parents excitedly breaking in to tell him of Dr. Lawrence's suggestion of the possibility of speech for Ricky.
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He hopped off the bed and stared up at the wall hanging. The breadth of the picture encompassed Ricky's bed and the lamp beside it, so that the belongings in the room were transported to the shore of an eight-foot wide seascape, complete with seagulls and the reflections of a setting sun behind frothy white clouds. It was the image of the shore by their old cottage in Nova Scotia, even if it was replicated on tapestries all over the country. Ricky was still staring expressionlessly out the window, rigid in his seat. "It's for you, Rick," Rob said, admiring the seascape. "I want you to have it."

With great effort he swung the back of Ricky's chair around so he faced the tapestry. Ricky resisted the movement sluggishly and groaned slightly. The sound made Rob remember the phone call from home his freshman year, hearing the garbled, senseless voice on the other end, his parents excitedly breaking in to tell him of Dr. Lawrence's suggestion of the possibility of speech for Ricky.

Rob turned from the picture to face his brother. He began to recollect the many instances over their mutual twenty-one years which both attached and divided them, as if some supernatural umbilical cord still connected them to a common birth despite the physical complexities which followed it. It was somehow ironic that on the anniversary of that moment they should find themselves so curiously distant. Rob stared at Ricky's face for long minutes feeling the rage of their imaginary sea he had recreated for you to understand. We want you just the way you are. Happy, friendly. Not a vegetable. Don't give up on us. Ron. Don't give up on me. "His voice was lower and less powerful as he moved to the wall by Ricky's bed. He pulled off assorted snapshots and posters from the plaster and mounted Ricky's bed to hang the tapestry, withdrawing a small packet of nails from his pocket. "Remember how we went up to Nova Scotia for that fishing trip when we were ten, and you and Dad caught the swordfish and we cooked it on the beach?" He was hammering nails in with the heel of one shoe. "Remember what a great time you had; you'd run in the surf and stare over the ocean for hours."

He hopped off the bed and stared up at the wall hanging. The breadth of the picture encompassed Ricky's bed and the lamp beside it, so that the belongings in the room were transported to the shore of an eight-foot wide seascape, complete with seagulls and the reflections of a setting sun behind frothy white clouds. It was the image of the shore by their old cottage in Nova Scotia, even if it was replicated on tapestries all over the country. Ricky was still staring expressionlessly out the window, rigid in his seat. "It's for you, Rick," Rob said, admiring the seascape. "I want you to have it."
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stood and pulled a handkerchief out of his pocket to catch it. As his hand neared Ricky's face he let his fingers move instead to the top of Ricky's forehead where they wrapped around the long wavy strands that were shiny and dark like his own. With one tug of his wrist he jerked Ricky's head back so that the face peered upright into his, and he heard Ricky's voice suddenly catch in his throat as his jaw sagged. Rob's own jaws clenched tight and he peeled his lips back over them, hissing at Ricky in vulgar tone he had sworn never to use around him, in brief epiphetcs of swollen grief and bitterness that were bursting like hot sparks in his brain. His voice began to rattle and shake and he felt beads of perspiration trickle down into his eyes and sting. He heard the words rumble coarsely from his throat like a flickering snake's tongue. He shook his brother's head by his hair and spoke so loudly he could smell his own breath bouncing back off of Ricky's face.

"Tell me, Ricky. Who's the stupid one, huh? Who's the idiot?"

In the distant blue of Ricky's irises he saw the round, inverted reflection of the entire room, and the ocean behind him, and his own shining eyes staring back.

Rob let go of Ricky's hair and as the head sagged down into position he sent his fist into the soft skin just below the cheekbone, so that the head snapped to one side, flinching reflexively, and as he hit him again Rob could feel the wet shock of the waves against his naked skin, and the sudden violence of blinding light dispelling darkness, although he knew there was none. He could feel the sensation of his own body meshing with pliable flesh and then rock-hard bone, splitting against the teeth, and the sound of their skins colliding left him awake and dizzy on the beach, grogging again for something he could not reach, until he physically straightened his arm up and away from his body and grabbed Ricky with the other hand and as he buried his face against his brother's shoulder he felt the imagined nightmare of their own dramatic birth. He felt the scream awaken and crawl up inside him to the edge of his lips, and he felt the icy sweat of the morning flush again on his skin. His body shuddered along its full length as he held the scream back, his eyelids pressed together in wrinkled slits. He felt the awful liquid drench his body. He thought he could feel the movement of the placenta wriggle past him and splash between them on the floor, and with his fingers he felt himself groping not for forgotten shapes in the dark but instead forcing them down into the earth, back into the shadowed place it came from, denying it room, space to move, air to breath, clutching away the oxygen until the shape moved no more, until it was frozen and stiff in the sand, and his own wriggling body was flooded with breath and brine.

He opened his eyes for a moment and felt the tears wetting his face and the soaked shoulder of Ricky's shirt. He clutched him around the neck and hid his face in his arms. His voice was a gritty whisper in his throat. "You bastard," he said.

His muscles tightened and his eyes snapped shut at the sensation of the twin patches of warmth and subtle pressure, one on either shoulder blade that kept him safe on dry land.